We study two-charge fuzzball geometries, with attention to the use of the proper duality frame. For zero angular momentum there is an onion-like structure, and the smooth D1-D5 geometries are not valid for typical states. Rather, they are best approximated by geometries with stringy sources, or by a free CFT. For non-zero angular momentum we find a regime where smooth fuzzball solutions are the correct description. Our analysis rests on the comparison of three radii: the typical fuzzball radius, the entropy radius determined by the microscopic theory, and the breakdown radius where the curvature becomes large. We attempt to draw more general lessons.
Introduction
The conflict between quantum theory and general relativity exposed by the black hole information paradox has swung back and forth for nearly four decades, recently inflamed by the firewall paradox. There have been a variety of previous proposals that the black hole horizon is not as general relativity describes. In particular, the fuzzball program argues that the structure of the horizon is necessarily modified by the extended objects of string theory. Indeed, key features of the firewall argument were first put forward as evidence for fuzzballs [1] .
In this paper we focus primarily on the simplest version of fuzzballs, the two-charge system of D1-D5 branes compactified on a circle. In § 2 we reexamine the argument that the naive two-charge geometry is unphysical, and that fuzzball solutions are the correct description. We begin by noting that as one approaches the singularity of the naive geometry, the first sign of a breakdown is that the radius of a circle drops below the string scale.
This suggests a T -duality from the original IIB picture to IIA, and indeed this provides a description valid down to smaller radii. Eventually the coupling grows large, and an Sduality takes us to M theory. In this regime the four-torus shrinks toward zero size, and a further ST S duality brings us to a new Type II description, in which the charges are carried by fundamental strings and momentum. Finally this breaks down due to the spacetime curvature becoming large, and no further stringy duality can save us. Rather, the final picture is a weakly coupled CFT.
This onion-like layered structure has already been described in detail by Martinec and Sahakian [2] , building on the classic analysis of non-conformal branes in Ref. [3] . However, its significance for the fuzzball program does not seem to have been discussed.
Fuzzball solutions approximate the naive geometry outside some crossover radius, which depends inversely on the average harmonic excited, m. For different values of m, the crossover radius may lie within any of the IIB/IIA/M/II /CFT regimes, and the parametrically valid description is a fuzzball solution in the given duality frame. For typical states, the crossover occurs right at the transition between the final geometric picture, II , and the free CFT. In particular, this changes the standard picture of two-charge D1-D5 fuzzballs. The smooth geometries [4] are not an accurate description for typical states. Rather, the best (though still marginal) supergravity description is one with explicit stringy sources.
Indeed, it is well-known that typical two-charge fuzzballs lie right at the breakdown of supergravity. In fact, there are three important radii that are known to coincide: the typical fuzzball radius r f ; the entropy radius r S , where the area in Planck units just matches the density of states of the system; and the breakdown radius r b , beyond which supergravity cannot be continued. Historically the D1-D5 fuzzballs were derived by a duality chain from F1-p solutions. These are the same as the charges of our II description. We trace the relation between these descriptions, and we emphasize the distinction between two free orbifold CFTs that arise in the D1-D5 system.
Much of the discussion of two-charge fuzzballs focuses on this final transition radius, and compares fuzzballs with a black hole solution including α corrections. Our focus is rather on descriptions that are parametrically valid. In search of a more interesting situation, we consider in § 3 states with large angular momentum J, for which the naive geometry is a black ring. This geometry breaks down due to large curvature as we approach the ring. We find that, as measured from the ring, the fuzzball and entropy radii again coincide, but the breakdown radius can be larger or smaller, depending on parameters. Thus we identify a regime where the fuzzball description is parametrically valid and physically correct, even though the naive geometry still has small curvature. We suggest that the breakdown of the naive geometry is instead signaled by the entropy radius, beyond which the naive geometry would describe more states than holography allows. In § 4 we discuss further directions.
2 The J = 0 system 2.1 Naive geometry: small black hole Consider the background
where
We work in units such that α = 1. The four flat transverse directions x are non-compact, and can be coordinatized as dx
, where the tildes are included to conform with standard notation [5] . The T 4 coordinates z have period 2π. We consider the case where the T 4 is replaced by K3 in Appendix A.
For non-compact y, the infrared geometry is AdS 3 × S 3 × T 4 in Poincaré coordinates. If we then identify y ∼ = y +2π, the horizon r = 0 is a fixed point and becomes a cusp singularity. For the compact theory there are three moduli: the coupling g, the circle radius R, and the torus volume V . In the attractor limit where we ignore the 1's in the harmonic functions, only the modulus g remains. The torus volume flows to the attractor value V = N 1 /N 5 , while R appears only in the combinations Rr and y/R. For simplicity we fix V to its attractor value, so that Q 1 = Q 5 ≡ Q and H 1 = H 5 ≡ H. We are most interested in the attractor region, but it is useful to keep the harmonic function H general. The background is then given by (2) with e Φ IIB = g and H = 1 + Q/r 2 where the 1 drops out in the attractor.
In order for this D1-D5 description to be the correct duality frame asymptotically, we need the coupling and curvature to be small, and the circle and torus to be larger than the string scale. Thus,
Discussions of this system often begin with a dual F1-p description. In § 2.3 we will discuss connections with this frame.
Into the black onion
In the fuzzball program, it is argued that for y compact the geometry (2) breaks down even before the singularity, and must be replaced by fuzzball solutions. We wish to ask, is there some signal of this breakdown as we approach the singularity?
While this work was in progress, we learned that this question had already been addressed by Martinec and Sasakian [2] . Since this result does not seem to be widely known, we review their analysis.
Note that the y circle is shrinking, and at a radius r ∼ r IIA = Q 1/2 /R it reaches the string scale. In the D1-D5 regime (3) this is always inside the crossover to the near-horizon region, r ∼ r nh = Q 1/2 . 1 This breakdown suggests a T -duality along the y circle to a IIA solution, and indeed this extends the range of validity to smaller r. The solution is
In the IIA frame, the charges are carried by D0-and D4-branes localized in theỹ direction. We are interested in single-particle states, so the branes should be coincident in theỹ direction. Unsmearing the sources gives
where the normalization is fixed by the large-r behavior. The crossover to the unsmeared solution is at r ∼ r u = 1/R. In the last line we have given the form as we approach thẽ y = 0 image, where
As we continue toward the singularity, the IIA coupling becomes large, suggesting a lift to M theory. If we work with the smeared metric, this occurs at r ∼ r M = gQ 1/2 /R. Thus r M /r u = gQ 1/2 . In the D1-D5 regime (3), g is small and Q is large, but the product gQ 1/2 is not restricted. If gQ 1/2 > 1, the transition to the M theory picture occurs in the smeared regime, at r ∼ r M . If gQ 1/2 < 1 it occurs at in the unsmeared regime, at
Either way, we end up with the M theory solution
(here x 11 denotes the M direction, and the units are such that the M theory Planck scale is 1) which has p 11 and wrapped M5 charges.
As we proceed to smaller r, both the transverse S 3 and the T 4 may shrink. The S 3 metric is proportional to r 2/3 in the smeared regime but constant ρ 0 in the unsmeared regime, the latter property following from the conformal behavior of the M5 solution. One can check that the S 3 radius never falls below the coincident M5-brane value N 1/3 5 , so this never leads to a breakdown of the solution. For the T 4 , the radii become Planckian when
If r II > r u the M theory solution breaks down in the unsmeared regime at r II , otherwise it breaks down at ρ II .
In order to extend the solution further, we must first reduce to IIA along one of the T 4 directions. The other three torus radii remain small, so a T -duality along these is needed next. This leaves the IIB coupling large, so a further S duality is needed. The net result of this ST S transformation is a parametrically valid type II description
In this solution one of the original torus directions has become the M direction, while x 11 has emerged as a new periodic direction. The threez-circles remaining from the original T 4 are now string-sized. We therefore label this solution simply as II , since it is midway between the IIA and IIB descriptions. The charges are F-string winding in the 11-direction and p 11 .
In this final form, the curvature becomes large at r b = ρ b = g/V 1/2 R. This is inside the unsmearing radius r u , so it is ρ b that matters. When curvature becomes large, no further string duality can save us. However, we note that the II description and its breakdown are very similar to those of the supergravity description of the D1-brane in Ref. [3] . There, the final supergravity description is in terms of F-strings, and it is argued that dynamics at smaller r (lower energy) is given by the long string CFT identified in Refs. [6, 7, 8] . We expect the same to hold here as well, although the additional momentum charge means that we are looking at excited states in this theory.
This conjecture is in keeping with the general expectation that when the curvature becomes large while the string coupling goes to zero, as it does in the solution (7), one should look for a weakly coupled CFT description. The leading twist interaction in the CFT is irrelevant [8] , so that the coupling continues to go to zero in this regime.
The full picture is summarized in Figure 1 . Martinec and Sahakian do not restrict to the asymptotic D1-D5 regime (3) and so cover a wider range of phases (Ref. [2] , Fig. 4 ). Note also that they use different variables for the axes. For such non-conformal branes [3] , the physics at a given scale or temperature is governed by the weakly coupled description at the corresponding holographic radius. For example, at the lowest energies the weakly coupled field theory is the appropriate description, as it is for Dp-branes with p > 3.
Fuzzball geometries 2.3.1 Fuzz and the onion
A more general class of two-charge geometries is characterized by a curve F (v) in the noncompact R 4 [4] :
where the harmonic functions are
The remaining quantities are defined via dB = 4 dA, dζ = − 4 dH 5 .
To be precise, this solution describes only oscillations in the transverse directions. The complete solution with oscillations in the torus directions is given in Refs. [9, 10] . It is
Free CFT Figure 1 : Domains of duality frames, on a log-log plot of radius and coupling. The dashed line divides smeared geometries (above) from unsmeared (below).
slightly more complicated in form, but qualitatively similar, and the same estimates of radii apply.
At r > | F | these solutions go over to the naive geometry (2), with
Expanding F in harmonics,
this becomes
This last form is compatible with the quantization condition
which can be derived either by duality from the F1-p system [4] or by quantization of the D1-D5 solution [11] . Note that the breakdown radius r b is the same as the parameter µ in the literature, meaning that r b maps to the string length in the F1-p frame.
For a solution with average harmonic m, the sum (12) implies that
As long as r m > r b this should be a valid supergravity solution. This translates to m < √ N 1 N 5 . Note that r 1 > r IIA , so the largest solutions are described in the original IIB D1-D5 frame. The ratio r 1 /r nh is of order Q 1/2 /R. In the asymptotic regime (3) this can be either large or small, but we are usually interested in scaling up the charges with other parameters held fixed. In this case the m ∼ 1 solutions extend into the flat Minkowski region.
As m decreases, the parametrically valid description of the state moves among the IIA, M, and II frames. Since the y and z directions remain flat in the fuzzball solutions, it is straightforward to dualize them in the same way as for the naive solution, including the unsmearing; we do so in Appendix B. For m > √ N 1 N 5 the states are described by the low energy CFT rather than supergravity. As m → ∞, the fuzzball solution approaches the naive solution, although the quantization condition puts the limit m ≤ N 1 N 5 on the highest Fourier mode of F .
For typical states, m ∼ √ N 1 N 5 , which defines the fuzzball radius r f = r √ N 1 N 5 = r b . That is, these states live at the boundary of validity between the last supergravity solution and the free CFT. The fact that these fuzzballs live at the boundary of validity of supergravity is well-known in the F1-p frame [12] , and remains true here. The duality cascade that we have found means that the D1-D5 geometries are never good descriptions of these typical fuzzball states. The best supergravity description would be the F1-p solutions [13, 14] .
Note that for both the fuzzball and naive D1-D5 geometries, the IIB curvature is always small in terms of the tension of a probe F-string, seemingly in contradiction with what we have found. The point of the duality cascade is that there is a lighter string-like object: a probe KK monopole (charged on the y-circle, wrapped on the torus and extended in one transverse direction) which maps to a probe F-string in the II' picture. It has a tension
, which goes to zero as it approaches the singularity and matches the IIB curvature Q −1 at ρ b , signaling a breakdown.
Before we go on, there is one additional radius of interest. The two-charge system has a known microscopic entropy of order
Let us compare this to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy that we would ascribe to a spherical shell surrounding the singularity in the naive geometry. In the smeared regime rR > 1 this would be 8d area
The area in Planck units is the same in any duality frame; the decomposition (17) corresponds to the IIB picture. In the smeared regime rR < 1 it is
where we have used the II description. It is now interesting to ask, at what radius is the holographic value equal to the actual entropy? We see that this is true at ρ = ρ b ≡ ρ S . Again this reproduces a result known from the F1-p frame [17, 12] , that the horizon radius corresponding to the microscopic entropy is comparable to the breakdown radius and the typical fuzzball radius.
It is not clear then whether the fuzzball solutions are any better as a description than the naive geometry.
From F1-p to D1-D5 and back again
The D1-D5 fuzzball geometries were originally obtained [4] via U-duality from F1-p geometries describing a string with left-moving excitations:
This relates the F1-p and D1-D5 moduli as
.
The F1-p solutions describe the physics in a corner of the moduli space where, in terms of the asymptotic D1-D5 moduli, V 3/4 R/g < 1, V > 1, and √ V /g > 1. In this regime the D1-D5 description at infinity breaks down.
It is amusing that the descent into the fuzzball core leads us back to the F1-p duality frame in which the solutions were originally obtained, a sort of "ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny." Unlike the horizontal duality chain (19) , the asymptotics are held fixed as we descend. The II frame in the deep IR is related to the asymptotic IIB frame by
which inverts the horizontal chain:
Examining the II metric, one finds R
F1-P . The long chain from F1-p to D1-D5 and back again just switches the (y, x 6 ) circles of the original F1-p picture with the (x 11 , y) circles of II : the emergent II description of D1-D5 at low energies matches the F1-p description obtained by moving on the asymptotic moduli space.
Orbifolds and orbifolds
The target space of the free CFT is the orbifold (R 4 × T 4 ) N 5 /S N 5 . This should not be confused with the orbifold (T 4 ) N 1 N 5 /S N 1 N 5 which also appears in the D1-D5 system. The latter is relevant in an entirely different duality frame where N 5 = 1, reached by turning on form fields on the T 4 . We also note some other differences between these:
we are interested in states with N 1 left-moving excitations. For (T 4 ) N 1 N 5 /S N 1 N 5 we are interested in ground states.
• For (R 4 × T 4 ) N 5 /S N 5 we are only interested in the sector with a single long string, because only this corresponds to a single-particle state. For (T 4 ) N 1 N 5 /S N 1 N 5 the fractionalized strings are all bound to the D5-branes, so all winding sectors correspond to single-particle states.
• For (R 4 ×T 4 ) N 5 /S N 5 the twist interaction is irrelevant as noted above. For (
Lessons
Our conclusion is that the typical fuzzball is at the transition between two descriptions, a supergravity description with stringy sources and a weakly coupled CFT description. There is yet a third description that has been given for this system: the black hole solution with a horizon, which exists when higher derivative terms are included [15, 16] . This is usually discussed in systems with half as much supersymmetry, where the T 4 is replaced by K3, but as shown in Appendix A the onion structure is the same in this case.
3 This solution allows a precise counting of supersymmetric states, but like the naive and fuzzball geometries it is on the boundary of its range of validity.
We are primarily interested in regimes where the fuzzball geometries are parametrically valid, and we will find one in § 3, but here we make a few remarks about the marginal case found above. Ref. [18] argues that two-charge systems fall into two classes, those whose description is given by smooth horizonless solutions, and those where it is a black hole from a higher derivative action. The D1-D5 system was argued to be of the first type, but the onion structure shows that, if this classification is correct, then it is of the second type.
The fuzzball description might seem to retain more information by distinguishing individual microstates, but this information may not be meaningful. As argued in [18] , interactions mix the BPS states of interest into a larger space of non-BPS states, so that the resulting BPS states may bear little resemblance to their naive form. This phenomenon can be seen for example in the low-energy CFT frame. There is a twist interaction, which mixes the BPS single-long-string sector with non-BPS multi-string states (these are somewhat localized in the transverse directions and so have supersymmetry-breaking p ⊥ ).
However, there is an interesting counterargument. The one-point functions of chiral operators distinguish microstates [19, 20] , and these one-point functions are not renormalized [21] . 4 It is puzzling to reconcile this with the point of view above. Note that in a Haar-random state the one-point functions will be of order e −S/2 [23] . Curiously, the same is true for Schwarzschild black holes. In thermal systems, variations of the one-point functions from their thermal averages are of order e −S/2 [24] . However, this implies that the eigenvalues are O(1), and one can find a basis in which the one-point functions are of this size in any thermal system. Indeed, a similar basis has been used to argue for the genericity of firewalls, namely the basis in which the Hawking occupation numbers are diagonal [25, 26] . These would be analogous to number eigenstates for the F m . So the 'firewall' basis in these papers seems to be the Schwarzschild equivalent of the two-charge fuzzball states. This parallel is somewhat unexpected, since extremal and non-extremal horizons are in many respects quite different. Clearly it is interesting to contemplate this further.
3 The J > 0 system 3.1 Naive geometry: small black ring
We now focus on fuzzball states having angular momentum J in the 1-2 plane of the transverse space. The maximum value J max = N 1 N 5 corresponds to the classical solution [27, 28] F max = (a cos ωv, a sin ωv) ,
where only the m = 1 harmonic is excited. Here
For near maximal J, i.e.
most of the excitation goes into the first harmonic. Such a solution can be described by the profile
with a 0 = a J/J max . The sum rule (13) gives
For typical states, the dominant harmonic is then m ∼ √
, so the geometry is a fuzzy ring, with thickness much less than its radius.
As in the J = 0 case, we can think of the naive geometry as obtained by taking the m → ∞ limit, or equivalently by interpolating the geometry outside the fuzz down to the core of the ring. This gives [12, 30] 
which is shown in [29, 30] to be a special case of the black ring [31, 32, 33] .
Because of the factor of J max /J, the cancellation of singular behaviors that gives rise to a smooth geometry [27, 9] no longer occurs, and there is a singularity in the core of the ring. Using "ring coordinates" as in [31, 32] the flat metric dx
and R 4 is foliated by surfaces of constant Y with topology S 1 × S 2 . The coordinates X, Y take values in the range −1 ≤ X ≤ 1 and −∞ < Y ≤ −1 and ψ, φ are polar angles in two orthogonal planes in R 4 with period 2π. The angle ψ is along the ring and the ring singularity is located at Y = −∞. In terms of the ring coordinates we have
and
In the near-ring limit it is useful to switch from the ring coordinates X, Y to θ, x ⊥ :
where the angle coordinate θ combines with φ to form an S 2 and x ⊥ is the radial coordinate transverse to the ring. The ring singularity is now located at x ⊥ = 0. The leading behaviors (simplified again to Q 1 = Q 5 = Q) are
where we have introduced c = J/J max = √ 1 − . The naive near-ring metric becomes
For c = 1 this is smooth at x ⊥ = 0, but for c < 1 it becomes singular there. The near-ring dilaton is simply e Φ = g and the RR potential is given by
In the near-ring limit there are four local charges corresponding to D1 and D5 branes wrapped on the y circle and the torus, KK monopoles wrapping the yψ directions and the torus and momentum charge along the ψ direction. 
No black onion rings
As we proceed toward smaller x ⊥ , the y-circle again shrinks. However, this is merely a coordinate effect: the metric in the x ⊥ -y plane is just R 2 , with y an angular coordinate. A T -duality provides a useful description only if the shrinking circle does not cap off smoothly, as in the J = 0 metric (2). Hence there is no repetition of the layered structure found before: there is no black onion ring.
The first breakdown of the naive geometry (33) is due to the divergence of the curvature, because of the uncanceled 1/x ⊥ in g ψψ and the squashing of the Hopf fibration. The curvature invariant is calculated to be
This defines the breakdown radius x ⊥b = /R.
As for the J = 0 case there are two other radii to compare. From the discussion below Eq. (26) it follows that the fuzzball radius is
To obtain the entropy radius, the area in Planck units of a torus surrounding the ring is
Equating this to the entropy
The matching of the fuzzball and entropy radii for the ring has been noted previously [12] . But unlike the J = 0 case considered above, the breakdown radius differs from these:
This ratio can be either large or small.
The interesting case is when x ⊥f,S x ⊥b : the fuzzballs appear at a radius where the curvature is still small.
6 Thus they are good supergravity solutions, and give a parametrically valid description of the states in this regime. It is interesting to ask whether the naive geometry shows any signs of this premature breakdown.
For comparison, in the enhançon [35] and the N = 1 * geometries [36] , singularities are resolved by branes expanding out to radii where the naive curvature is small. In these cases, 6 The curvature is smaller than the 1/µ 2 that might have been expected from the curvature in the original F1-p frame (µ is defined below Eq. (14)). This happens because terms arising originally from B µν combine with the metric to produce a smoother Hopf-fibered metric. In the parameter regime where the F1-p duality frame applies, the curvature becomes stringy and there is a higher-derivative black hole solution [34] .
brane probes give an indication of this: if one tries to add branes to the singularity, they feel a repulsive potential at radii where the curvature is still small. This does not seem to be the case for the black ring: one can consider atypical solutions with larger harmonics, and these can approach the ring much more closely. In the Klebanov-Tseytlin geometry [37] , resolved in supergravity [38] , a flux takes an unphysical negative value at finite radius; nothing analogous happens here.
The signal of the breakdown of the naive geometry for the black ring seems to be the entropy radius. If the naive geometry were valid, we could consider a torus thinner than x ⊥S , and the number of quantum states contained within would be larger than the exponential of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy for the torus. It is natural to conjecture that this cannot happen: that if a system has a Hilbert space of dimension D, then the states must be distinguishable at a radius where a surrounding surface has area log D, in Planck units.
For x ⊥f,S
x ⊥b , we have not yet found a good description.
Discussion
Our study of two-charge fuzzballs has led to some surprises.
For J = 0, we find that the appropriate duality frame depends on the size of the fuzzball state, which is determined by the average harmonic m. For typical states, the best supergravity description is not in terms of smooth D1-D5 solutions but rather has stringy sources. We emphasize the importance of three radii: the radius of the typical fuzzball, the radius where the transverse area is equal to the microscopic entropy, and the radius where the curvature approaches the string scale. For the two-charge system, these three radii agree, meaning in particular that the supergravity description is beginning to break down for typical states. This triple agreement is well-known in the original F1-p duality frame; it is therefore unsurprising to find it here since the II frame with F1-p charges is actually the correct duality frame for the typical fuzzball.
Fuzzballs with other values of m are parametrically valid in one of the supergravity pictures, or in the free CFT. These descriptions accurately capture dynamical behavior and excited states, not just BPS properties.
For three-charge black holes the entropy is S 3-charge ∼ N p N 1 N 5 . When N p N 1 , N 5 , the geometry resembles the two-charge geometry at large radius. It begins to differ at the entropy radius (17, 18) that would correspond to S 3-charge . This is
We see that the correct description of these solutions can be any of IIB, IIA, M, or II , depending on N p .
For J = 0, we have found a regime near J max where the fuzzball solutions are of low curvature. It is interesting that the naive solution gives no direct indication of breakdown at the corresponding radius. The curvature is small, and probe branes see no breakdown. The key indicator seems to be the entropy radius: if the naive geometry were the correct description down to smaller radii, there would not be room for all the microstates. This leads us to conjecture that if some sets of microstates give rise to a common geometry, then this geometry must break down when the transverse area is of order the entropy in Planck units.
If we apply this to the Schwarzschild geometry in a naive way, the entropy radius r S is the Schwarzschild radius r s . If we pass through this radius into the interior where r < r s , there are then too many microstates unless we begin to see deviations from the Schwarzschild geometry: this is the fuzzball proposal. Of course it is a speculation to extend such a principle from the two-charge geometry to Schwarzschild, but we have noted other parallels in § 2.3.
B-field, and dilaton are the same as before, so we obtain ds 2 het = V dx 11 
This matches the II solution (7) exactly; the only difference from the T 4 case is that we have ended up in a heterotic theory. As before, this description is parametrically valid until ρ b , where the curvature becomes large.
B Fuzzy onions
We repeat the analysis of § 2.1 for the fuzzball geometries, obtaining descriptions valid for fuzzballs with various values of m.
Starting from the IIB frame with fuzz (8), 
the IIA fuzzball geometry is 
The B-field corresponds to NS5 dipole charge along F , T -dual to the KK dipole in IIB. The branes unsmear for r < r u just as in the naive geometry.
The fuzzy IIA becomes strongly coupled beyond r M /ρ M , suggesting an M theory descrip- 
with the NS5 lifting to M5 dipole.
Once again the torus becomes small past r II /ρ II , and performing an ST S transformation as for the naive geometry yields fuzzy II : 
